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About This Game

FURIDASHI: Drift Cyber Sport is a motorsport simulator for PC on Windows
platform

Competitions in drifting as Players vs Players cyber sport challenge. This is a real-time online multiplayer simulator with unique
next gen realistic car physics.

TECHNOLOGIES

 VR (Virtual Reality) full support!

 Motion Simulator support (authentic | Sim Tools | GameSTUL.ru)

 Steering wheel full support with detailed feedback

 Keyboard & Gamepad full support

 Gyroscope gamepad support

 Mouse steering support
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 Support for resolution 5760x1080 for Triple Screen

GAME MODES

 Online multiplayer with Steam Community functions. Invite friends and get to know the drift fans from around the
world in the game and drift together. Network latency is minimized. Tandem Drifting is available as never before!

 Race with ghosts - competitions with entries of real players

 Free Practice

GAMING COMMUNITY

 View players profiles online, add to friends

 Global gaming chat

 Chat room / competition lobby

20 CARS

 All 20 cars are available immediately when buying a game without purchasing DLC

 Japanese, German, American and Russian drift vehicles

 40 garage slots are initially available for your vehicle collection

12 TRACKS

 Really existing legendary tracks of Japan, Russia and other countries

 All 12 tracks are available immediately when buying the game

WEATHER AND TIME OF DAY

Select the time of day and weather. Different temperatures of air and asphalt affect the operation of the motor and the adhesion
of the tires on the road.

Various lighting and atmosphere on the tracks depending on time of day.

PHYSICS AND TUNING

 Absolutely new physics on nVidia PhysX technology guarantees realism

 Swap the engine with changing characteristics and sound. 10 legendary engines

 Improving and tuning the engine, tuning in real time

 Adjustment of suspension / wheel alignment and angles / Toe & camber

 Strengthening the body and the stiffness affects the moment of inertia and the car's rotatability

 Increase the angle of rotation of the front wheels / steering lock
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 Clutch and transmission / acceleration of shifting gears / reduced inertia of the transmission (clutch kick)

 Reduce the weight of the car by installing lightweight parts and removing unnecessary elements for better control in
drifting

 Selection of tires and settings of pressure in them separately for the front and rear

 All installed parts have their own weight, which affects the overall weight of the car

CUSTOMIZATION

 Create a unique design for your car

 Advanced system of vinyls and painting tools / layers / materials

 Hundreds of new images to be applied to the tools

PROFILES OF PLAYERS

Player profiles are stored in the Steam Cloud. Damage or disappearance of profiles is excluded.
You can play on any computer from anywhere in the world, change the computer and reinstall the operating system.

GAMEPADS AND WHEELS

Support for the keyboard and all types of gamepads, wheels and other controllers.
Support for multiple controllers at the same time (for example, separately the steering wheel, pedals and handbrake).

GIFTS:

For the people that play Peak Angle: Drift Online as a gift ALL DRIFT CARS with unique design from the Premium store are
available immediately after buying FURIDASHI: Drift Cyber Sport.

Please enjoy the game and thank you very much for all the support!
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Title: FURIDASHI: Drift Cyber Sport
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Drift Physics Crew
Publisher:
Drift Physics Crew
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT610 or AMD HD5450 or Intel HD Graphics 530 with 1GB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Supported Graphics Cards: AMD HD5000 Series, HD6000 Series, HD7000 Series, R7 Series, R9 Series
Nvidia GTX400 Series, GTX500 Series, GTX600 Series, GTX700 Series, GTX900 Series Intel HD4000 Series, HD5000 Series

English,Russian
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Not fun. Bubble heads insulting and cartoonish to the point of this appearing to be a kids game. No tips help or logical
instructions as to how the game works. I have tried to like this game but it simply is in too unfinished a state to be playable.
WHEN YOU STICK A PUMPJACK PUMPING STATION AND TANK IN THE GROUND YOU PRODUCE OIL. Not in
this game. Where's Waldo what do I do next. Terrible tutorial, just all around not fun. Same folks who made mining simulator..
A very nice Hidden Object game. Although the story plot is no surprise it's nice to see that some extra depth has been given to
the protagonist. Unlike previous Artifex Mundi games there is now a simple dialog question \/ response system to give some
extra flavor. However, it's optional and you shouldn't be afraid that this has suddenly turned into an adventure game.
The mini puzzles are the standard fair from the Artifex Mundi game engine, but since their context makes sense I'm not
complaining. The cut scenes are OK, but don't expect any AAA quality.. This game is addicting, difficult, and WAY too fun to
miss out on. I'm raging my head off but MAN is this game fun!. Well, it's a nice little game. Colourful graphics, good
soundtrack. Good for some spare-time fun.... To start, I was wary about this one, because of reports of horribly reused sounds,
and reused rolling stock, but, I was pleasently surprised!!!

Model: The model, to my knowledge, is dead on.... Nicely done small details featuring items like cooling lines on the roof, extra
fans, and nice MU cables on front and rear really help this one along! The trucks (bogies) are really nicely done, with the
distinctive 5-axle setup! Nothing wrong with the model that I can tell!

Cabview: The cab may be my favorite part of this DLC: DTG built this cab what looks like completly from scratch, and I
daresay they did a stupendous job! The control stand is beautifully modeled, with lots of little switches and lights to look at! You
have both cab lights and instrument lights (I and L keys respectively) to play around with, and many of the switches on the
control stand have a function. Cab is superb!

Physics: DTG almost got the physics correct. The acceleration seems more realistic then previous DLC's, it doesn't speed up to
20 MPH in 10 seconds, it actually takes a while to get up to speed. The brakes are where it falls short, brakes coming on very
fast and releasing very fast. All in all though, they are easy to look past and do not affect gameplay too much.

Sounds\/Miscelanious Features: The sounds are where this loco takes a very large and very quick downfall, DTG, for some
reason, decided that this loco has the EXACT same sound set as the old F7 from KUJU. Yes, in real life, it would have the 567
Prime mover, but I'm talking EVERY sound was the same. The good news is that sounds can be easily changed, and once they
HAVE been changed, then the loco becomes much more enjoyable.
  Lights for this loco have a number of ways to be set up. Headlights have the option to be red (marker lights), bright, medium,
and dim, in that order, and really make you feel like you have control over the smaller points of the engine. The ditchlights can
be toggled with the "J" key, but do not flash, which I have a problem with. Since this loco has been modeled for when they were
in service for ConnDOT, the ditchlights should come on with horn and bell (bell comes on when horn is pushed, which is nice.),
but honestly, its not that big a deal. Also, this loco features one of my favorite things so far for TSxx, which is the ability to
ACTUALLY switch from Diesel to 3rd rail power... This feature was supposed to be implemented on the P32, but to my
knowledge does not work.

In conclusion, the FL9 is one of my favorite locos for Train Simulator 20xx, and as to wheter or not I recommend it: That would
be a DEFINITE yes, with a final score of 4\/5 stars!!!. Bought this game pretty much immediately after it was released. Can't
say I expected much, but at least i was hoping for an enjoyable kill-time little game. Risks were calculated But oh man was I bad
at math .

So The game plot setting seems a little cliche : detective, muder, supernatural element, ghosts, investigation in the middle of the
effing night (who does that ?! ). But it promises me "deep horror experience" and "no screamers" and puzzles. Sounds
interesting enough.

( First time set-up took me 20 minutes. for a 500MB game that's pretty long, but it just could be my potato computer. )

Thus I was thrown to this abandoned seemingly haunted house with a flashlight, which was probably a luminated donut because
it has a big black spot in the center of the lighting. I had to examine things from the corner of my view, otherwise i can't see
sh*t. The amount of batteries are very limited, and they burn faster than Usian Bolt. Is this intended for added horror experience
?
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The tutorial and hint style is somehow familiar, then I found a twinkling book that read " PRESS TO SAVE PROGRESS".
Press what to save ? PRESS WHAT TO SAVE? I tried almost every key on the keyboard, also my mouse. Nothing worked. I
feel trolled.

Also, everytime I go through a door the game throws me at an weird angle. Sometimes I am facing the door i just came through,
sometimes forward, sometimes to the left. It's just very confusing.

Puzzels in this game aren't strictly "puzzles", most of the time you'll just be running around checking every nook and cranny for
items, then use these items on obvious places. It doenst seem that the devs put too much effort into puzzel design. I mean cmon,
a flash game could do better than this !

After 20 minutes of gameplay, I couldn't save, ran out of batteries, in-game sound dissappeared, and i was bored to my skull.

 Dio Alias Games does an okay job with casual sim games like Battle of painters and Joy Pony, and it might be a brave move for
them to step into a new genre. But sorry, this game is just not good at all , it's not even sincere, It feels like a quick money grab.
And it certainly not worth 1.7 bucks.

P.S. "No screamers " is a lie. The game itself is reason enough to buy this, the devs worked hard to bring a nice neat game.
I gotta say at least 40% of why I bought it though was the soundtrack. I too was put off by an initial cost but after playing
Domina quite a few times I'm quids in.
Clearly a lot of talent has gone into the soundtrack, one pleasant surprise is how much of the song's I'd not heard as the games I
played were brutal and short. This meant it kept sqitching between tracks.
Remove the combat noises and shouting and it's a totally different and enjoyable experience.
I think the songs will stand on their own merit, without my own rable but you should buy it. Damn I want more of this stuff....
Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Turtle Wars is a decent sized DLC that offers a good mix of single and multiplayer
content. I would recommend it to Ashes fans.
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The VR for Battle Fleet 2 is amazing. It would be nice to see more added to the game. like Marines assaulting the beach or
transit times for airplanes in flight. Best pester ever. Free and very short, better than any ride in theme parks..
SPAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACE!
. Very Fantastic.....Yesssssssssssss. Good game, story is repetitive when you restart. A little buggy, but not as bad as lol Bethesda
lol. Game can use some polishing but totally on the right track. Dead Age 2: The Death of Ages... Will be amazing.
9\/10
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